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Wednesday, May 3,1967

NEW MEXICO I,.OBO

Gymnasts to Perform
WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, lns~rtions
must be submitted by noon on dllY before
publication to Room 159, Stu~ent Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or

277-4102.

HELP WANTED
3 EVE'S & Sats. Can use 2 undergraduates. Part-time now-Full-time summer,
20 hr. wk .. $48,00. For interview phone
265-6320 Wed. 4 :so to 6 :oo p.m. only
SITUATIONS WANTED
'l'YPING wanted, reasonable rates. Phone
296-4009. 5/3, 4, ~. 8.

FOR SALE
SELL Gas Class 55 Chev 2·dr. sedan, ~75
H.P. 327 pop up pistons dougs headers,
Hydromotive four speed Hydro Pontiac
rear end, 40 Ford front axle mags
silcks bucket seats. ~850.00 or best offer.
Ph. 268·8940. 4/27, 2a : 5/1. a.
FAMOUS Personality Posters, 2'h'll8'%',
McQueen, Peter Fonda, Brando, Lei!IIY
Bruce, Mao, Fields, Allen Ginsburlr,
Elnlltein, Dylan, R~lling Stones, New.
m11n, Clint Eastwood plus !IIOJ'e, - d
for list, Shipping anywhere In lJ,S,
prepaid. 1 Po&ter $1.75, 2 poatera •a.oo,
a pastel'S $4.25. Madam ButterflY's Gift
Sbop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colol'lldo

Two UNM female gymnastsDeana Lorentzen and Mrs. Bon.
nie Bennett-will perform in the
Pan-American
and
National
AAU championships this week,
but not as representatives of
UNM.
They chose to compete as unattached entries because of lack
of funds and a UNM ruling that
they must be accompanied by a
female chaperone if they were to
represent this university,
Mrs. Bennett's husband, who
was their chaperon a year ago,
volunteered for the duty again
this year but was not accepted.

that the two girls did not need
chaperons as unattached entries
since they are both adults.
The meet begins Thursday and
the women hope to leave today
for the competition. They were
close to raising the required
amount of money Tuesday.
Deana is past All-America
gymnast and a New Mexico
cheerleader and is a junior education major. She won her allAmerica status in 1965 competi-

:By BOB STOREY
The University .administration
and faculty must unite to determine their goals, four panelists
agreed in yesterday's Forum in
the Union Theater.
"We should decide what programs and classes we want to
support and then sit down to
discuss the future," said Dr.
Glen Crosby, professor of chemistry at UNM.
"The Future of UNM"
Crosby was speaking on "The
Future of UNM and its Academic
Community," the topic of discussion at the Forum, a new open
discussion of issues in education
sponsored by a group of students
in the Honors Program.
Crosby, Dr. George Springer,
Dean of the Graduate School;, Dr.
David Varley, c)lairman of the
sociology department; and Assistant English Professor, Paul Davis took part in the two-hour dill·
cussion before an overflow crowd.
"Urban Nature Hurts''
Crosby said that the urban nature of UNM hurts the quality of
education.
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HELP ERADICATE LARGE CARS
Call or See Your 10071
Volkswagen Salesman
CARROLL DAVIS

.........
l¥1 McCAULEY
~ \§@[6~~~~@@g[M ~

444SANMATEOSE

PHONE265·si;l!6·

Authori•ed
Sales
and
Service

l'IEW MEXICO'S'FRI~NI:IUEST VW CEAI.Eft

GRADUATING SENIORS
Make arrangements for
your Cap and Gown Rental
SHE LIKES TO GO

APARTMENTS
ROOM AND BOARD for colleae studenf;8.
Co-education11l, freedom and privacy,
w&ll·to·wall ciU'peting, heated awimmlllll:
pool, fi'Ood food, color TV and ltudy
lounges. As low as $29.25 a week; for
room and beard. The College Inn, 8(18
Ash N,E,, 248-2881.
FOR RENT
CAIRD-NORRIS REALTY renf;8:
SPECIAL; Furnished one-room efficien·
ey, utilities Included with bath and
galleY kitchen, al !for $55 including
lltiilties. Private entrance.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom. new
furnishings, efficiency kitchen. All uti!·
itles included.
EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block west
of UNM, 79.50 to 85, all utlllites paid.
Some with imProvements. Furnished,
olf·street parking.
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571, evenings

'Requests .Definition of U.'s Goals·

coach George Gilmore left last
year. There was no provision
help the two women, as he was
busy developing the Western
Athletic Conference Challenge.

The national AA U office told

a New Mexico AAU secretary

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

80220.

tion. Mrs. Bennett is a senior
also majoring in eduaction.
The women have been working
out primarily on their own :>ince
this year for the men's coach to

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
. COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

S~Un~

FIRST, ANO GOlD

NOW
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
ARE IN-PICK THEM UP
AT THE

associated students bookstore

'DIAL 247-4347

l

o. 8.

TYPEWRITER storage during the summer. Insured and bonded. Also type.
writer sales & service1 all makes, with
20% discount quith th1s ad. Froe pickup
& delivery. El & E Typewriter Service,
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0588.
PERSONAL
WBAT would Sigma Cbi Derby Days be
without Ernie's Trophies?
DATE needed for Derb Dayes dance Fri.
9-12 p.m.-call 242·0009.

Western·
for Fiesta

·-

jl

What the David Kadanes did puzzled and puzzles a lot of people. Maybe because the Kadanes weren't anywhere near twenty years old
anymore. Maybe because they gove up two
y(lars' worth of o lot of salary, two years' worth
of a big job as General Counsel for the long
Island lighting Company, two years' worth of a
life they had spent their whole lives building
•.. just fo join the Peace Corps,
But what o lot of people don't realize is
that the Peace Corps isn't just a place for justout-of-college kids with strong arms and heads
and good size hearts, The Peace Corps is a
place for people who wont to do something
and con do something. It's a place for people
who wont to see things and do things firsthand
and dose up. People who want lo give ather
people a chance to get to know and understand their country and themselves as they
really are. People who care about the world
and other people maybe even as much as they
core about themselves.
And,. maybe more than anything, the
Peace Corps is a place far people who, for
some reason, ore willing to give up whatever
they have to give up to do something they feel
they hove to do. And the David Kodancs ore
two of those people.
Write: The Peoce Corps, Washington,

D.C. 20525.
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''Alii know
is one evening, in our
living room, my wife
and I decided it was
agood idea to join
the Peace Corps.
So we did:'

fi>ls
~

PUBliSHED AS A ~UBLIC SERVICE IN
COOPERATION WITH THE ADYtRtiSING COUNCIL

Va,.rley blamed education insufficiencies on lack of the right atmosphere. and Springer said the
problem was lack of money.
"More Time Needed"
"How can we go into any kind
of creative teaching programs
unless we get some more time?"
said Crosby in response to Davis'
proposal for more experimental
teaching.

"It takes a,.bout two years to
revise a chemiatry lab and I just
don't have thl;l time," Crosby said.
Davis agreed that any pro.gram for experimental teaching
and revised courses would have
to include provisions for a reduced teaching load. He said he
would like to see the elimination
of the credit: hour system, required courses for some studies,

and the breakdown of the rigid
departmental divisions.
MulUple Teaching
"I would like to see more than
phere that would shelter the stuone professor in a classroom 11.nd
the teaching of interdisciplinary
courses," he said.
Varley said. that the University
should try to create an atrnos(Continued on page 5)
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$10,000 in Cuts
Made on Budget

842-8280.

FURNISHED .Apts. ,Air conditioned, c:arp~tcd. drapes, 205 Columbia SE. Phone
842·9164.
FURNISHED Room. Available May 1.
Private entrance & bath. $40.00. Walking distance UNM. Call 242-P572 or 2683371. 5/7. 4, 5, 8, 10.
SERVICES
WILL train four men for crop-duating to
Oy own Company Aircraft-Write Gibl!on, 5301·44, Lubboek, TexBB, '19414. No
flying experience necessary. 5/1, 3, 4, 5.
TYPING of mlllluscripts, Experienced,
nccutate. Phone 842·8946, days, 5/3, 4,

"In my classes I J;~ee. students
from the .city's high !lchools !leg•
regated ·illto Uttle · groupe and it
really hurts," he· said. "It's just
like a big high school."
"We have a cafeteria-style university in which the students
come' in and 11ample some of the
courses and· are given a . meal
ticket a·ll a:p ·award .for fi~ishing,''
charged Davis. "We've got to
move the parking areas away and
make it hard for the students to
go home,"
"Problems Not Reeognized"
('The distinction between a liberal education and vocational
training is a real problem and
I'm ~oncerned that it has not been
recognized IIY the administration
and the students," said Varley.
' 1How are we going to live up
to the' purpose of the University
as presented in the front of the
catalogue?'' he asked.
Crosby said lack of time prevents a professor from helping
ltis students get a good education.
Davis said the problem was lack
of preparation and creative teaching,

'I

l'
I '

A $10,000 cut in the Associated
Student's budget has been planned as a result of Tuesday's Senate Finance Committee hearing,
John Thorson, Associated Students President, said last night.
The Action Committee on Human Rights was cut from the bud·
get. The Inter-Religious Council,
the Folk Dance Club, and a category entitled "programming''
were also dropped. In addition,
'823 was. cut from the reserve
fund.
Lack of understanding of the
ASUNl\l budget partially explains
the budget's defeat in the :recent
election, Thorson said last night.
"Most students. are not aware
of exactly what goes into the budget and of what benefits they receive from the funds/' said Thorson.
Many students are not even
aware of the use of their money,
,he said. "There are many cultural
events, such as lectures, poetry
readings, and plays, which the
students can attend free of
charge;'. said Thorson. "'.Oley
don't rea1ize just where the money
goes."
He said that if more students
were made aware of what the
budget entails it would }l8Ve a
better chance for passage.
In reference to the "fringe
group" opposing the budget T~or
son said, "these people are JUSt
trying to agitate questions which
are not at issue.''

The group's members are not
concerned with the actual context of the budget but are only
trying to promote themselves by
stirring up controversy and getting publicity, he said.
The Election committee must
,now decide when the budget will
be put to the students for a vote.

Guests of Mobil

Guide ·for Advisors Adop\:ed

U. Students Tour

Texas Oil Fields

About 35 UNM undergraduate
students and five professors left
Wednesday on a 1,000-mile bus
trip through the oil fields of We~t
Texas to tour some of the oil
industry's most modern opera•
tions as guests of 1\'Iobil Oil Cor•
poration.
The students are enrolled in
engineering courses related to the
petroleum business and the 11ro·
fessors teach one or more courses
in that field. The group is headed
by Dr. T. T. Castonguay, chairman of the chemical engineering
department.
The group will visit thll nrm's
division headquarters in Midla~d,
the giant Pegasus field of Mldland and Upton Counties, and the
Coyanosa field of Pecos County
and return to Albuquerque on
Saturday.
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'WESTlmN WEAlt is jn order !or Fies~a '67, coming to UNM

May 9-13. Displaying some typical fas~•'!"'.s that may be see~
lll'Ound campus during ~he annual •festJVJhes are (from lef9.
Leslie Auld, Fiesta fash10n show d1reetor: Joyee Gattas, •ass1s•
tant general chairman; and Mark Epstein, general ~hatr!"an.
Tickets for Fiesta activities are n()W on sale at the Un1on ticket

bootlt•

-

I
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Guidelines for faculty advisors provide mutuai satisfaction and
to campus organizations were ap- experiences between the group
proved recently in a meeting of and advisor, rather than as an
the Student Affairs Committee in "in loco parentis" responsibility,"
Dean of Students Harold Laven- says the statement.
Duties Outlined
der's office.
The advisor should ..help form
"These guidelines will be submitted in a prepared statement policies of the organization, help
to the advisors and prospective train new officers, and stay inadvisors to campus !)rganizations formed on what the organization
at the beginning of each year," is doing, it continues.
An advisor must be informed
. said Lavender.
"They will hopefullY be used to
.give them ~orne iUa. of their
duties and -what is specifically l'e•
quired of them by the univers1ty,
he said.
Guidelines Developed
The guidelines were drawn up
by the Student Services Person·
nel Division, he said. These people include the Activities Direc•
tor and staff members of the
By ROBERT LIBKIND
Union, the Dean of Students, and
WASHINGTON, D.C., (CPS}
the Dean of Men,
"We tried to make the state- -Many students don't sleep any
ment as general as possible so more. Instead they play bridge,
The popular card game is gainthat it was not a dogmatic :set
ing
favol' among undergraduates
of 1·ules but would still give the
advisor an idea of what he must across the nation. In dormitor;r
lounges to all hours of the morn·
do,'' he said.
.
"The role of the advisor should ing students can be found bidding
be V'iewed as an opportunity to seven-no-trump hands they can·
not possibly make.
Students are known to travel
hundreds of miles to compete in
tournaments. Such is the case of
Larry Cohen and Rich Katz off
the University of Wisconsin.
Current Champs
The pair are the current Na·
tiona!
Intercollegiate Bridge
UNM will ask the state Board Tournament cl:lampions. Their
of Educational Finance for a re- title is up for grabs in May.
hearing on its request for a Ph.D.
Cohen a.nd Katz traveled to
program in philosophy.
Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.~
,,.,. The Regent!! (1£ ~ University to clinch their title against Rich·
Saturfay strongly endol'l'led the ard Dufour and Morrle Freier of
doctoral program artd indicated the University of Minnesota.
they would appear before the
Whim the two teams met in the
BEF at its next meeting to urge
finals
at Bradley, 23-year-old
approval of the request.
Kat~
said,
"I've got to win this
UNM President Tom L. Popetime.
It's
my
last year of eligijoy uid at the meeting that the
He
then
rtanced to op•
bility."
BEF, ._hich last week turned
down the request for the Ph.D, ponent Freier and commented,
p:r:ogram in philosophy, had been "You can play three more times."
Freier, who is 39, had recently
aware for the past three years
returned
to college. But the rules
that the University was planning
state
that
a student has three
to implement such a program.
years
of
eligibility
after the first
Program Is Ready , • .
time
he
~lays,
and
Freier bad
The program was to be Imbatnever
played
in
the
tournament
ed in the early 1970's, Popejoy
before,
(Continued On Page 3)
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_U. Urges Approval
Of Ph.D Progrom

of any correspondence the club
has with the Activities Center or
the Dean of Students and is re-._.
sponsible for the sound financial~ "
Judgment of the organiU~tion.
The statement encourages advisors to help evaluate the. e!f~c
tiveness of the groupts acbv1ties
and to promote and participate
in some of the club's social activities as a participant rather than
a chaperon.

Students ·Sleep?
No-- Play Bridge
Thomas Smith, who defeated
Cohen and Katz in 19!l5 with his~ , .
partner Emil Tobcnfeld o£ Cornell, said there is no way to know
tlte exact number of bridge players on campus.
"A very rough estimate," says
Smith, "would be 10,000 American
Contarct Bridge League (ACBL)
members or Life Masters.'' Life
Master points are given to players who have shown proficiency in
tournament play.
Actual Number Unknown
The actual number of students
who play bridge on campus is
probably at least 100,000, since
few college "bridge addicts'' are
members of the ACBL.
Local tournaments on campus
are growing in popularity since
the rise of campus bridge. ·
"Bridge is more than just a~
game," commented Drew sopho·
more John Love, with a smile,.on
his face; "it's a way of life.''
After Easter recess, LoV'e tried
to get the game out of his system, fearing it takes away too
much time from his studies. "But
I went back. Once bridge is in
your system," he added, "it's
there foreV'er.''
The ACBL recognizes the
growth of campus bridge. ln its
magazine, the Bulletin,· ·there iii
a section devoted to college bridge
which takes sample hands from
tournaments across the n_ation'a ·
campusll!l and discusses them at
length,

Tlllusday, May 4, 1967

Thl!rsday, May 4, 1967
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Where Is All the Action in College, Baby?

Full Schedule Planned

Fiesta Is Coming in Six More Days;
Last Breather Before Finals Grind

•

By TI~ME HELZER .
all the action is, baby, what is the
The Collegmte Press Serv1ce
action? It isn't dialing the J)hone
What's a nice person like you yourself; and asking Mom and
doing in a place like this? I mean Dad for a little extra spending
really, what do you think you're money or going for a coke in the
doing here? It was probably your Union to watch those guys in
Mom and Dad who had always beards and wire-rim glasses and
expected you to go to college, and not have the courage to talk with
because you wanted to get away them. Nor is it action for the
from home, the University seemed newest prof in the departmnt to
just far enough distant. Or was stay home to correct ·120 extra
it that all the other seniors in essay tests while other members
your high achool were plimning of the department are attending
college careers and you didn't a conference in San Francisco.
want to be separated from your
Ii you are the one who chose
friends ol' lose your status?
fraternity blue over Army kahki,
Maybe you had already com- action isn't getting up early for
pleted your graduate work · and your military science clasa and
you and your wife thought you then. sne;1)dng back to your room
could · make bette!! · advancement before anyone sees you. And for
as a ;professor at
univeraity the sweet young thing who is
which was more in keepin~ with looking hard for someone to love
your own · cultural background. her, action isn't catching the bus
Or when · coming out · of high for hl:!r part-time job of validat.
school; you had the choicE!' ·of ing parking lot tickets for a downwearing a blue fraternity' blazer town department store. There
·pr a khaki field jacket, and you must be a better way of staying
finally decided that blue liad al- where the action is and getting
ways been your favorite color. more· out of it.
Perhaps you could see a better
Learn to Live
In the 'rush to get the highchance of finding a ·potentially
.suc~essf~l husband here at the
paying job, the altar, the dl:!partUmversJty and chose not to be a ment promotion, or the student
~ales girl downtown after all.
body presidency, you'll probably
Where is the Action?
miss mol!t of the real action. The
: Well, now that you're where action is learning to live and get

Coliseum on the Fair Grounds
and a 9 p.m. dance with Western
Star Lefty Frizell at the mike.
The Fiesta King and Queen will
be crowned at the dance.
The annual Fiesta Rodeo at
the Sheriff's Posse Grounds, che
Simon and Garfunkel concert,
and a 10 p.m. dance will wind up
festivities May 13.
Mark Epstein, sporting a
beard for the chin hair growing
contest, is serving as general
Fiesta chairman.
His assistant chairman is Joyce
Gattas With J ann Bennett serving as secretary. Other committee members include Jack Pickel,
barbeque; John Alongi and Kathy
Riddle, beard-growing and pieeating contests; Linda Merdink,
concert and dance; Tom Hooker
and Paulette Key, elections; Pete
Cross and Bebe Clute, midway·
Bill Berry, rodeo; Bill Wilson:
Sheriff's posse; Phil Kreibel, and
Linda Gattas, trophies; and Leslie Auld, fashion shpw.

Dances, a 1•odeo, big-name singing stal'S, a barbecue and t&lent
show are scheduled for Fiesta
May 9-13 as the final fling for
UNM students before :final~J,
Highlighting the four-day celebrations wiU be the concert of
Columbia recording stars Simon
and Garfunkel on May 13 in Johnson Gymnasium.
A fashion show emphasizing
western wear is scheduled for 1
p.m. May 9 in the Union cafeteria. Pie-eaters will compete at
the May 10 dance, A western
barbecue at 4:45 p.m. on M;ay 1l
behind Mesa Vista dorm will precede a talent show contest at 7:30
p.m. on the Union Hall.
Western Clothes Day, May 12,
will find inappropriately garbed
students "jailed" if caught by
the sheriff's posse. Mariachi
bands will play through the day.
There Will be a street stomp
dance at 3 p.m. on the Mall; a
midway at 7 p.m. at Tingley

•

a

Exclusive Dealers for
KEEPSAKE RINGS in
Albuquerque • • •

F,irst~

..

- ··~
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"
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.. , .

•

W!IITE displays a poster promoting ''How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying,"
wh1ch wl11 be presented by the UNM departments of drama and music May 5 6 and 7 in the Concert
H~ll. "How to S~cceed" ~as t~e fifth lo~gest-running play on Broadway and featured some pf the
brightest dramatic comedmns m the bus1ness. The performance wm be the first time the drama de·
partment .has presented a production in the Concert HalL Tickets are free with activity cards and
may be ptcked up at the Concert llall box. .office. Curtain time is 8:30 each Jtight.

.

Of The
Engageables

,,li
II
\1

~ U NM

Departments Will Give
Broadway Play Performance
REGISTERED

~12sake~

Poetry Reading

OIAMOND

There will be a poetry reading
by Mel Buffington at the Poetry
Shelf, 122 Cornell SE, Saturday,
May S, at 8 p.m.

RINGS

They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond .•. a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at
your Keepsake Jeweler' sstore.
He's in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

REINA

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . •. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non•habit-formlng.

Lasso ·Western Wear is colorful, bright,
and best of all ••• practical. Our Reina
coordinates are a Dacron polyester and
cottort blend, machine washable, and all
stretch for freedom of action. They fea·
lure a new Scallop back yoke. Black,
raspberrY. turq, ambet. Suit, $52.50.
Pants, Regular and Lo·Boy, $16.95.
Chaleco, $10.95. Cotton shirt1 $10.95.
Misses Sites•.

,,

I•
rRICIS

FROM

JfdO,

to

SSQOO.

R'INGs

tNlARGtD

TO

SttOW

8UUT'I'

i:

I'I

OF

»t1Ail, '~1MDt.liJIA1tK MtG. /t. ~. PDMt; t:OM)'ilftY, 1Nc., ts1AtU.lsllt1) 111;92.

~owro PLA~~R7N~G;M~T-;No w;,OO,;i

1 Please send ne~ 2y-page booklet, "How To "Jan Your Engage• 1
ment and Weddmg and naw 12-page full color folder both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book,

1
1Name

I Address

1
Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

•

•

hearing and talking afterward
with a few of the losers. Probably
one of the better ways of getting
the most out of life is to find in
other persons the qualities and
characteristics you enjoy, and
want from them, the things they
can give you, Bend them, push
them, pull them, and manipulate
them, but without intent of hurting them, and develop a trust in
them and the freedom in yourself
to encourage them to do the same
with you.
It is in this place, where the action is, that you can practice with
other persons how best to live and
enjoy life. You will meet success
and failure in this experience of
change and come to really know
other persons and finally begin to
define and better understand your·
self.
But you can't have any of thi$

with their maternal role that
their motivation is great,'' Dr.
Branch. said.

HOU~E OF

HALLMARK

offers a large selection of
Mothers Day and Graduation
Cards,' quality Wedding In·
vitations ami all paper
goods for the Bride to be.

.,
)

> Six day service, All work
quaranteed.

255-4989

Know Where You're Going?
If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculu"'
Or Your Career •••

L

In cases- where the donor is unByANNELERNBAUSEN
known.
to the couple, physical
Infertile couples can often have
characteristics
similar to the huschildren of thejr own by artificial
insemination, said Dr. Benjamin band's can be chosen, such· as
Branch at a panel discussion Sun· skin and hair color or height,. said
day night at the Newman Center. Dr. Branch. "If the woman is RH
Joseph Baca, a local attorney, negative, a ilonor who is also RH
and Father Thomas Flynn of the negative will be chosen," be said.
Husband Donor
• Newman Center were the other
''An unknown -donor is chosen
panel mmebers.
Dr. Branch said that donors of if .the husband has ·tto sperm and
sperm for artificial insemination · for all practical purposes is conare divided into two groups- sidered sterile," said Dr. Branch.
husband donora and unknown But he said that many times a
donors. He said that doctors want husband is the donor. These men
an unknown donor to have al· often have ap inadequate sperm
ready been a father so that they count, he said, but doctors can
will be assured of a normal child collect sperm from them until
they have enough for conception.
being born.
The artificial insemination procedure is simple,'' said Dr.
Branch. "The wife uses charts to
determine ovluation. Fresh sperm
is placed in a syringe and is injected into the wife.
(Continued from Page 1)
"The success rate for pregnancy
said. The philosophy department's is about SO per cent if the correct
resources in both staff and li- time is chosen," said Dr. Branch,
brary materials had advanced to
Legal Problems
the point where the program
Baca said that there are some
could be opened this :fall, he said. legal problems involved \vith arti·
The department would not re- ficial insemination. "Some states
quire a budget increase during say' that artificial insemination is
the coming year and would have adultery and therefore the child
to have only a "modest increase" is illegitimate,'' said Baca.
over the budget .for its establish"Other problems are incest and
ed undergraduate and master's the question of child support when
degree programs in future years, a couple is divorced," Baca said.
he said.
He said that the courts are divid15 Graduates Want:to Enroll
ed on whether the father should
He submitted a letter from 15 support the child if bl:! is not the
graduate students who expressed actual father,
a desire to enroll in a Ph.D. proThe ethical views on inseminagram in philosophy if it is avail- tion Were discussed by Father
able.
Flynn. He said that in situation
The BEF rejected the proposal ethics an Anglican archbishop
on the basis that the numbers of said artificial insemination was
degree-holders produced would adultery. Unless the husband donot warrant the expense, al- nates and "love dictates.''
though the board admitted_ the
What 18 Necessary
cost would be moderate.
_
"There is also the view that
Popejoy alao que!!tioned the says people should do whatever is
need :lor BEF approval of Ph.D. necessary to make them have poprograms adopted by the Uni- tential as a person/' Fr. Flynn
versity, stating that there is a sold.
"sufficient voluntary curb" againFather Flynn said that most rest excessive proliferation in the ligious groups follow situation
form of the North Central As- ethics; 11 The Pope said that if the
sociation nf Secondary Schools sperm is not from the husband,
and Colleges, accrediting organi~ the child is illegitimate/' be said.
zation for colleges and un,iversi- He aaid that the Catholic church
ties in New ~exico.
feels artificial insemination is a
Under state law now the BEF sophisticated form of adultery.
has to pass on doctoral and mas·
·'
· No Standard View
ter's programs.
l'here are many differing views,
. but there is no "black is black or
Dames Club
white ls white" in this situation,
The Kappa Chapter of the said Father Flynn.
"I do not suggest artificial inUN~ Dames Club will meet tonight at 7:30 in rMm 231-C of semination to t:ouples because it
the Union. Officers for 1967·68 can involve emotional problems
aJtd "Dame of the Year'' will be before the child is born;" said Dr.
elected. All members and pros- Branch. He said that the husband
pective members are urged to has the greater problem: ·
.~)'Most•. w.ollle~.~ al'.il:.so. jnyolved
ntten,~.-. .

action until you free-up enough to
take it, and taking any of it
means to replace it with part of
yourself, Where is the action,
baby? Take a look around. Take a '
look inside. How much of living
do you want to take today?

Consult

"@.

~

COllEGE C.A-REER·
.COUNSELING SERVICE

o408 San Mateo NE

· Speech Coffee
There will be a coffee -for all
speech major11 and minors and
communications arts majors today from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in the
·Faculty lounge of the Union.

265~8288.

OfFICE HOURS 6Y APPOINTMENT

..

U. Urges Approval
Of Ph.D Program

Finch has a danger to bypass in
his rising career.
John Olson will portray Bud
Frump, the boss's eager beaver
nephew determined to defeat
young Finch. Other executives
and secretaries will be played by
Jana Hahn, Lynn Loomis, Mary
Ann Stafford, and Lennis Ellis.

When You ~ Keep Alert

l1

May Help Childless Couples

'I

"How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying," starring
Phillip Nicholson and Liza Bell,
will be pel'formed by the UNM
departments of music and drama
on May 5, 6 and 7 in the Concert
Hall.
Ticket reservations may be
made in person at the Concert
Hall box office or by telephoning
277-3121. Students will be admitted free with activity cards.
People planning to attend the performances should pick up tickets
before the performances if at all
-• possible.
J. Pierpont Finch, the hero,
played by Nicholson, is a sly
young man with a sure instinct
for undercutting fellow execu•
tives and buttering up the bosses.
Following the rules in his handy
guidebook, "How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying,''
Finch takes a job with World
Wide Wickets, Inc. and deter·
mines to become its president.
Paul Thomas has the role of
J, B. Biggle~, the irascible but
credulous president of the nrm.
Miss Bell will be seen as the pert
young secretary who falls in love
With Finch and, among other
things, assures him with a wry
love song1 "I Believe in You."
"How to Succeed" was the fifth
-. longest-running m u s i c a 1 o n
Broadway und was the first play
to win both the Pulitzer Prize
and the Drama Critics' Circle
Award. Abe Burrows and Frank
Loesser, producers of "Guys and
Dolls" and "The Most Happy
Fella" and based the musical on
a book by Sh(~herd ~ead.
Edwin Sna:a,.J), drama department chairman, is stage director.
David Starkey is in charge of
vocal music and William Rhoads
will conduct the pit orchestra.
Diana Kravita is choreographer.
Other members of the cast include Gerry Puhura, who plays
the most incompetent and the
most seductive girl in the firm's
secretarial pool and is spotted by

, .... "::"I

the most out of life. A part of
that comes from the textbook and
the lecture, but the more important end is in you and other per•
sons. It's the huddling together
for warmth and understanding,
action and reaction, interaction
and human dialogue, the wanting/taking and the having/giv·
ing.
Learning to live where the ac·
tion is requires loosening up
enough as a professor to ask a
few of your students to your home
for some coke or coffee and an
evening's conversation, or to accept their invitation to a party
or for a beer after your night
class. For a student it's skipping
an uninteresting class to sit with
other students and discuss how
you feel about premarital sex,
lack of need for student government, a professor's views on comparative religion, or about why
you just can't seem to open up to
people Witho1lt fear of blowing
your cool,
Find What You Need
Getting the most out of life is
talking to your 60-year-old next
door neighbor about how it was
when he was your age, or taking
the time out of your busy schedule to sit in on a juvenile court

:Artificial lfiS·e'ffilnation Use

Choice
LI~A
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Best on
the Beach
••• and Pool"

11

Wear Swimwear in the
sexiest styles of summer. Everyone a not i o n cd I y advertised
brand. In 1 piece, 2
piece, Bikini and modified Bikini styles.

A colorful collection
of Bathing Caps .
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Letters
Letters lire Wl!lcome, ana should
be no longer than 250 wordp
written, double spaced. Name, telephone number and address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon rO!Quest.

me-

'Power'' Advocate Elected

By ARTHURHOPPE
Sa" Fra?Jeiaco Ct.f011icl6

LOBO'S "SENSE OF VALUES"
IN NEWS COVERAGE
IS QUESTIONED

I see where 11nother psychologist h!IS stood up to say th11t what
this country needs 4s a good White House psychologist. Just. in \!liSe
11 President goes out o:f his· mind and no one happens to notice.
This seems an interesting idea, "Good morning, J4r, President, and
how are all our little aggressions and hostilities today1 No, sir, I
wasn't 11ttacking your foreign policy . , ."
But an even more interesting idea comes from my friend, M..-s.
Helen Jones, the Typical American Housewife, Mrs. Jones, wh(l h11s
dutifully been reading the news at breakfast for years, feels that
what is needed in Washington today is f!Ot a lone psychologist, What
is needed, she says, is group· therapy.
In the event you are unfamiliar with the techniques of group therapy, 1 have at hand a transcript of a typical, ordinary session. Only
the names have been deleted to protect the unfortunate.
Case One: Well, now I'll.sta1:t oft', b¢c,lll)se that's only fitting. But,
truth to tell, I don't have any problems to fret about. I'm a generous
~indly, humble fellow and I ·guess that's why folks love me. All my
hfe folks have loved me. My Ma loved me and my Daddy , •• Well,
I know my ~a loved me. And after her there was . , • Well, what's
so all-tired Important about being loved anyway? Folks respect me.
And I don't care a whit . . . What are you smiling about 1
Case Two: Smiling? Me, I'm always smiling, When I was a scrawny
little kid and they'd beat me up, I'd just smile. And now, everywhere
I go, they throw eggs at me and call me a toady and a fink. But I
just smile because . • • I guess it's because I'm happy. If I weren't
~appy why W(IUld I smile? 1'{11 a .happy man, h~~oppy in my role. in
life, , •
Case Three: Second. fiddle. Never the favodte. Dp this, do 'that,
run get the football, Big, tall, ha11dsome older br(ltbers always patting
me. on the head and· saying, "We must do better." No wonder 1 keep
trying to prove myself to Ethel over and over again, Over and over
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®1!11 ti~N lll®JtJJ£
Better Leaders
Through Therapy

Dear Editor:
On Th11rsday evening, April 20,
1967, in the Concert H~!-11 on the
UNM campus, at least five hundred of our own students, several
h11ndred f'ltudents from our sister
colleges in the state and from
many of our public and private
high schools (our future Lobos),
and other hundreds of f11culty,
staff and people from the comTHE PEACE CORPS HAS AN OFFER
munity attended a first-rate per·
formance in French by the world_THE PEACE CORPS is recruiting on campus again. Mike famous Treteau de Paris wh(l perRiley, a returned volunteer turned recruiter, will be in the formed Moliere's classic comedy,
Femmes Savantes" in "mod"
lobby of the Union through tomorrow talking to interested "Les
dress and decor. During the ninestudents about the Corps and its programs. He will also ad- year history of Le Treteau, 1967
minister the Peace Corps Language Aptitude Test to any marks the first time that these
actors appeared on the UNM camstudent who wishes to take it.
pus.
Riley is trying to recruit volunteers primarily for the
I mention the foregoing details
Peace Corps' new Western Samoa program but he adds that because our campus newspaper
gave almost nl) attention at all to
he will be happy to talk to anyone interested in the nature one
(If the most unusual cultural
of the Corps or its general programs.
events of this or any other year
at this institution. I venture to
Riley said that UNM, which he and his wife visited on a state that of the eighty•five
recruiting trip earlier this year, was chosen for a return American campuses visited by Le again •••
Treteau de Paris this year, no
visit because UNM is one of twelve schools which showed campus
Case One: Why wouldn't folks love me? After all I've done for
paper gave it less pubfolks,
there's no earthly re~~oson they wouldn't love me. Of course they
the best response to the earlier drive.
licity than ours. In fact, the only
love
me,
the ungrateful polecats.
,
. . .
.. .
•
public attention this play received
Four:
I
have
programmed
my
systematized
personality
traits
Case
THE PEACE CORPS offers many opportunities to many in the LOBO was a letter urging
through our third-generation digital computer, along with the weekly
people. Some people like the idea of working with the un- 11tudents to attend written by one body
count and projected megadeaths, and the finalized results shi!W
our most Joyal French-majors
educated in underprivileged countries ; some like the idea of
me
to
be an optimally warm, balanced, integrated, tegrated, tegrated,
in the letters-to-the-editor column
tegrated...
··
·
·
of learning another language (you don't have to know one- and a tiny microscopically pdnted
,
Case
Two;
I
am
ha~py.
I
k_now
I'm
happy.
See?
I'm
smiUng. So
the Peace Corps will teach you) ; some like the thought of announcement deeply buried in I m happy. Go ahead, htt me mth an egg and make me happy.
Hit me
"getting away from it all" for a while to take a look at them- the "Calling U" column.
with a brick and make me real happy. Oh, I'm so happy, happ;t,'happy.
When I inquired from two mem- • Case One: Of ~ourse folks love me. The way I've given my whole
selves. But whatever their reasons, a lot of people - and bers
of the LOBO staff as to the life t(l doing things for folks, everyone's got to to love me. You itear7
many UNM students - have signed up.
reasons for this informational Everyone's got to love me. And don't you forget it!
I was told that the paSo you ~an se~ how inyaluable ll: ~ypical> ordinary session of group
We urge anyone who has the chance to go by the Peace blackout,
per was short of space at this the~apy with typical, ordmary participants can be in achieving typical
Corps desk in th~ Union today or tomorrow. Who knows? time of year, a shortage caused ordmary mental health.
•
'
by a dearth of advertisi1;1g, Yet,
But I don't know whether it would work in Washington•. It's nQt
Maybe the Peace Corps has so:mething to offer you.
the same abridged paper has man- that group therapy requires you to stand up and talk about yourself
aged to find space to report in while nobody listens. It's that you've got to tell the truth.
great detail the tiniest events of
THE FORUM FILLS A VOID
the SUB strike, the arrest of an
ex-student
who allegedly took
L<:ttora are w~lcome. and
ANOTHER STUDENT GROUP has emerged on the UNM LSD, the forthcoming
should be no k>nger than 250
Simon and
words typewrittcll, double
campus. This is not new. It happens all the time. But some- Garfunkel Show, and some rather
spaced. Name, telephone number and addt..., must be in·
curiously
irrational
columns
and
thing about this new group, called The Forum, is different:
eluded, although name will be
withheld upgn request.
an editorial in opposition to
almost everyone on campus is interested, to a greater or a even
the language requirement. There
lesser degree, in what it is trying to do.
was space to report under the biheadline "Opposition Shown with the intelleetual raison d'etre quences is a crime and should be
The Forum is trying to get at the heart of issues which zarre
prevented? The thing to prevent
to Language Rule" that only 30 of a university community.
everyone agrees should be openly debated, but somehow ·Per cent of the students here opBecause of the quite obvious is the crime o:f theft itself.
Yes, sir, women are worthy of
never seem to get more than informal or low-participation posed the language requirement, on-intellectual, perbaps even antifreedom-freedom
from attack by
the slanted writer could intellectual, orientation of the
discussion. This group is concerned with matters of academic whereas
not find space to state what was LOBO we were of course forced sex deviates or thoughtless and
policy, student participation in the affairs of the University, a more significant fact: apparent- to rely on the doWntown papers irresponsible men, and freedom
ly 70 per cent of our students did for our principal news coverage from their ignorance if by it they
and, in general, the future of UNM.
not oppose the requirement.
and also had to work much harder would Ullwittingly bring disaster
' 1The future of UNM" was, in fact, the topic of The ForWhat I question here is your through our dozens of classes in upon themselves. So come on n(lw,
you thinkers and talkers, get
um's first open discussion held yesterday in the Union The- sense of value& It is fitting that a French to attract our large aud- all
down
to fundamentals and try to
ience
of
students
wh(l
by
their
show like that of Simon
ater. An overflow crowd heard a panel composed of Profes- "pops"
and Garfunkel be given full cov-- very numbers helped make the come up with ideas for attacking
the cause-not the result.
sors David Varley of sociology, Glenn Crosby of chemistry, erage weeks before the perform· performance so successful.
Helen Snyder
JACKKOLnERT
Paul Davis of English, and Dean George Springer of the ance. But it is also fitting for a
theater
like
that
of
Le
Tre·
good
Graduate School discuns that topic. And when 200-plus peo- teau de Paris to receive similar
PREVENTION AS A CURE
ple gather for any such program at UNM it represents good coverage. A truly sophisticated
Dear
Editor;
campus paper would also have
results for a first effort.
I
wonder
if it has ever occurred
been able to find on its stall at
SimmDns
(Lobo-April 26)
to
Mr.
The word "dialogue" is overworked. Yet sometimes none least one writer capable of break·
Hans J(lachim Schild, a Gerand
others
of
his
opinion,
that the
other will serve adequately. This would seem to be one of ing .-ut of his monolingual shell best place to attack a problem
man
professor at UNM, has been
is
enough critically t(l review
apppinted
by the departmQnt pf
those times, for a dialogue is just what The Forum has long
the French play itself. After all, at its source-that "an ounce of
English
to
teach American Stud·
the play was offered not in Swa· prevention is worth a pound of
started.
ies
in
su:m:mer
session this year.
Would
a
liberal
abortion
cute."
hili, but in French, one of the two
UNM is no different from any other university in thiJ or
Schild
bas
degrees
in history,
law,
~;have
prevented
the
real
three most ec.~,mmonly , w~ed,.
geography
and
English
:from Gotrespect: it needs dialogue on campus and educational issues; languages of our western world. crime'1 The unborn child and the
tingen
University
in
German}'.
For too long we have had none. The Forum has filled that From your silent bpycott one can suffering involved are a result
He hils taught at German unithat your paper represents of the real crime. Consider this
void. We hope for UNM's sake that the group will continue deduce
ve:rsities
and schools and has been
parallel.
Would
any
logical
thinkalmost exclusively those aspects
to bring such issues before the University community for of life on a university campus er suggest that being caught at a Max :Knade Fe11ow in American
which have precious little rapport theft and suffering the conse- Studies at Yale Univel'sity.
we have been deprived of this for too long.

f

/

PEACE CORPS representative Mike Riley explains the new
Wes!ern. Samoa. program to Nancy Abeyta (left) elementary ed!'cabon majo.r~ an4. C~rqJWe Armijo,. a sociology major. Riley
IS on ~ recnutmg m!l'ston foJ" the spec1al Peace Corps health and
education program m Western Samoa. He will be in the Union
through t(lmorrow. (WBO photo by Pawley)

Says Expert

future Will Need Skilled Lawyers
S<>ciety of the future will deIl!and lawyers who are highly com·
petent in legal matters and have
broad educati(ln and understand-

Forum Discussion
·Emphasizes Goals
(Continued from Page 1)
dent to enable him to get a liberal
education.
"You cannot get an education
in complete isolation," he said.
"What we need is a sheltered environment so the student can go
out and look at the cruel world
and run back and think about it."
..AimcM5PhRe Destro1ed''
"Many students ' eome here
withQut any background in soph~

istacated intellectual pursuits.
They come here to get a pjece of
paper, their degree, and destroy
any of the sheltered atmosphere
we try to establish," said Varley.
The recent decision by the state
Board of Educational Finance
not to allow a doctorate program
in philosophy was criticized by all
four panelists.
"This decision shows that the
University is atl'ected by decisions
outside the Universityt' said
Crosby. ''There is a plan to eventually develop an extensive graduate :Program, but the BEF has
told us to wait," said Springer.
Varley "Disturbed''
"I am disturbed about the implications of this decision,'' said
Varley. "It may show that in the
past UNM has been selling its
program expansi(ln on the
grounds of wh~~ot the programs
will do to i11crease New Mexico's
economy, and this time the BEF
asked how a doctorate· program
in philosophy will hel:P the economy."
·
Crosby said that the increasing
amount of .aid to colleges from
the :federal government; forces· the
universities to examine themselves and determine their future. · Federal money prOJill!tes
dialogue between the facUlty and
administration, he. said•.
Resources tQ be Used .
· All the panelists M1't!ed that;
the University should make use
ot available resources by using
faculty :members in the capacities
they are best suited :for to develop an overall program.
They ended the forum by stating that the diScUssion is just
beginning and must be continued
in a rational, org~~onized manner
to be effective.
·

ing, UNM Law . School Dean
Thomas W. Christopher told a
Law Day luncheon audience MPnday in the Sandia B~~ose Officers
Club.
. "The new lawyer," Dean Christopher .said, "will. need to bridge
disciplines with ease. He will be
far more of an interdisciplinary

By The Collegiate Pres!!! Service
EVANSTON, Ill. - A "student
power" advocate who ran a whirl.
wind campaign for office has been
elected president of the Student
Senate at Northwestern University,
Ellis Pines, who had issued a
manifesto calling for a student
revolution to change the emphasis
at Northwestern from the ·"concentration on publishing-research,
parental advice, and monetary
profit" to learning in an aura of
controversy,'' defeated his closest
opponent by 83 votes.
Pines gathered 1,307 votes,
while Peter Krauser received 1,224, with Bill Remine getting 637.
Administration Responded
Krauser had attacked university officials who responded to a
Pines-led march on the school's
administration building by answering the demonstrators' questions and complaints for nearly
an hour.
"The administration cut its own
throat when it spoke with
Pines .••," Krauser stated. "Had
they ignored him, they could have
discredited him and his methods."
Bitch·In Brings Objections
Remine objected to a "bitch-in"
Pines had organized, which led to
a march on the offices of Northwestern president J. Roscoe Miller. The afternoon-long "bitch-in"
gave Pines a list of 100 grievances, including c(lmplaints about
housing, liquor regulations, the
curriculum, the library, speakers,
student health service, and tuition
eost$.
Krauser had listed creation of

man." .

"TPmorrow's lawyer," be continued," is more likely to be a
courtroom man. The need for trial
lawyers is grPwing and a larger
percentage of attorneys will have
. to try cases," he said.
. The lawyer of the 1986's wiiii!Perate in a field in which major
changes in concepts of law will
have taken place, Christopher 'Predieted. The lawyer will be dealing
even more with ~ups organized
tor decision-making in government and private endeavors. He
<• will work with
the po~;>r underPt!vileged," Christopher said.
Standa~s of legal education
·must continue to gp up," he said.
"Law schools will need· to substa'!JtiallY. ?mprove the. quality of
t'hmr trammg and the mtellectual
and moral caliber of their graduates,'' he said.
"The Bar will meet the demands
of society or it. will lose its position in society. It is that simple,"
Christopher concluded.

Perlcal Wins Award
Ross Perkal, an electrical engineering freshman at UNM, has
been awarded a $400 scholarship
from the Western Electronic
Education Fund Grant.

Dean Clough to View
Engineering Miracle
One of the finest civil engineering feats of our day will be viewed by Dean Richard H. Cough of
UNM College of Engineering in
M~co this week.
Dean Clough and others attending a meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers in
Chihuahua City will take a trip
to Los Mochis on the Gulf of
California on the new Ferrocaril
Chihuahua a Pacifico.
The railroad crosses the Sierra
Nevada range, in one of the most
rugged terrains on earth. One
canyon spanned by the railroad
is larger than the Grand Canyon.
Engineers from Mexico, New
Mexico and the El Paso branch of
the Texas section of ASCE will
attend.
.
The Mexican section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers are hosts. Chihuahua Gov.
Praxedes Ginar Duran will greet
the delegates.
Eugene Zwoyer, director of the
UNM civil engineering research
facility, presided at a pre-convention meeting.
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a student-faculty congress as a
major campaign goal, while Remine called for a social awareness
committee which would foster
academic exchanges within the
university community.
"Student Power Works.,
Freshman class president Roger
Friedman, one of Pines• backers,
said that ''the student power
movement is the new way to get
things done. It's worked on other
campuses and it can work here."
In his campaign, Pines lmd
atated, "We demand that doubts,
questions, and actions must be the
end all and be all of any institution that profession to deal with

the encouragement of the thinking process."
He commented, ", • • we must
use 13tudent policy, student pressure, and student power to bring
the debacle of J'Unior-Executive
oriented curriculum to a mandatory halt. No other justification
for our being here can be found."

Trafton Wins $1 00
Bruce Trafton, a junior Civil
Engineering m~jor at UNM, h11s
received a $100 sch(llarship from
the New :Mexico Society of Professional Engineer's Wives.

"/'m purring
like a
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too.••,
I got my auto insurance
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3208 Monte Vista Blvd. NE
Telephone 265-6477
After Hours 296-3537

Get Ready
For Fiesta

COOPERS have a complete stock of western wear for
· ·fiesta. Shirts, Pants, Bell-Bottoms, Hats, Belts, Boots,
you'll find it all at COOPERS. Famous brands at popular
prices. COOPERS also features a complete selection of
lEVIS, lEES, WRANGLERS in all colors and all sizes.
Select your western outfit now....
Open Mon, Wed, Fri, 'till 9 p.m•

FREEl!!

(2) $25.00 gift certificates to
be given away at the rodeo.

be present to win-No purchase necessary
Register at COOPERS

Math lecture
Professor Fraru: Oort of the
University of Amsterdam 'Will
11peak on "Representable Func·
tors and Automorphisms of Al·
gebraic Schemell" today at 4 p.m.
in Mitchell Hall 206. Coffee and
doughnuts will be serted at 8 p.:m.
in MarrPn Hall 226.
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Group Will Nome
Best U. Teacher

HELPING KICK OFF Derby Day activities was the Wednesday night dance held last 11ight i11 the
Union Ballroom, The fourth annual Derby Da~s, spons?red by Sig~;" C~i fraterni~y, will be held Friday and Saturday. Highlighting the events will be a 'Derby Steal Friday mornmg, a dance tomorrow night in the Union Ballroom, with presentation of the Derby Darling, a ''pants paint," a parade
through the campus featuring the "Zoot-Finsters Marching Band," and the Derby Day games at
Zimmerman Stadium Saturday. (LOBO photo by Pawley)

Derby Days Start Friday
Proclamations declaring May 5
and 6 the fourth annual Derby
Days at UNM have been issued
by President Popejoy and Ralph
Trigg chairman of the Albuquerque city Commission.
·
Highlighting the events will be
a "derby steal'' Friday morning
in front of the Sigma Chi House,
Friday night a public dance will
be held in the Union. Music will
be provided by the Sunday Fun·
rues and Derby Darling candidates will be presented. Admiseion to the dance is 50 cent& per
son.
10 Candidates Compete
The Derby Darling candidates
represent each of the nine sororities on campus as well as the
women's residence halls. The girls
are Mary MacPherson, Alpha Chi
Omega; Karen Menish, Alpha
Delta Pi; Linda Wehtnoner, Chi
Oemega; Tucky Howard, Delta
Delta Delta; Chaney Smith, Delta
Gamma; Mary Lee Tilford, Kappa Alpha Theta; Leslie Simms,
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Jart Hen•
fling, Phi Mu; Pam Thompson,
Pi Beta Phi; and Jan Dallas, repl'esenting the dormitories.
"Pants Paint" Planned
Saturday's events will include
a "pants paint" on the lawn of

the Sigma Chi House at 8 a.m.,
a parade through the campus
Saturday afternoon featuring
the "Zoot-Finsters Marching
Band" and the Derby Darling
Candidates, and games on Zimm?rman Field at 1 p.m. Awards
Will be presented after the games.

LETTERS
WHAT ABOUT ABORTION?

Dear Editor~
I am always somewhat amused
by persons pontificating on the
"individual parent's right'' to decide whether a child, once conceived, shall live, or whether the
crochet hook or the surgeon's
scalpel shall end its life.
Each of these persons so declaiming, if 1 am not mistaken,
was at one time a fetus who was
permitted to grow into a human
being (or a reasonable facsimile}.
I am sure that the arbiters of
fetal life and death are most
happy that their parents-in
whose selection, incidentally, they
had no say-chose to bypass the
abortion route so that they, in
their turn, may advocate it.
Jess Price

PLEASE
HELP

Derby Days is a nation-wide
spring event held by Sigma Chi
fraternity. The event originated
on the University of California
campus in 1930 and is designed
to promote "good clean fun" and
competition on campus.

ij!MISif
Maken of Hanel Made
India• Jewelry
OLDTOWN

full-time profes;;ors; and 3) the
faculty membel'S must be under
full-time contract.
The pl·i;.~e may go to a single
recipient or to several.
.

Mel Daniels Drafted listen to KUNM
By Cincinnati Royals

YOUR P~RSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

Claude-Marie }look, one of the
winners of last year's Outstanding Teaching Award at UNM,
will be chairman of the commit·
tee to select this year's winner.
Mrs. Book is not eligible to win
again. She and Joseph Zavadil
shared the award for 1966 and
split the $1,000 pri~e.
The award was established by
the Greater UNM Fund and was
:first made in 1966,
Mrs. Book's committee will consist of eight student representatives selected by the student body
president and faculty repl'esentaWHAT BETTER WAY
tives selected by the Greater
UNM Fund allocation .committee.
TO END <lRADUATION DAY? .
These faculty representativllli IJ,re
not eligible to win the award and
are representatives of the vario.¥.s
colleges at UNM.
Eligibility l!tandards for the ·
.'
$1,000 award include:
M£MIER
.
.
1) The faculty member must
.
.lt.MUICAH ~£1',;
have been· on the UNM campus
10
2312 Central SE
not less than two years nor more
Oppo$ile
UNM
Cancer! Hal'·
than seven years; 2) all ranks are ..
eligible, associate, assistant, or

New Mexico'!! All-America center Mel Daniels was picked in the
first round of the National Basketball Association draft Wednesday by the Cincinnati RQyals, He
was. the ninth collegian to be
selected.
The 6'-9" star from Detroit had
expected to be an earlier draft.
choice. "I expected to be drafted
by St. Louis, so being picked by
Cincinnati came as somewhat of
a surprise to me. I thought it
might even be Baltimore or Detroit," he said.
Expected Call
Daniels was expecting a call
from the Royals Wednesday
night.. He said he had been contacted by St. Louis, but not by
any other NBA schools.
Daniels, holder of the UNM
career scoring record, was pre.
viously drafted by Minnesota in
the rival American Basketball
Association. He said that he had
, talked to club officials about playing for Minnesota but that little
had been said about salary.

·@
' :·.: . ··
"'l't

COLORING-FROSTING
STREAKING-TINTING

. MEL DANIE~ led New Mexico to the National Invitational
Tournam,ent quarte-:final~ last season. Here UNM's AU-America
~enter w1th the No. 4 showing, goes up in action against Rutge.-s
•In the . s~cond game o~ the. NIT in New York's Madison Square
. Garden. (LOBO 'p'hoto by Kendall)

SASSOON GEOMETRIC
HAIR CUTTING

.........

LARGE SELECTION OF
HAIR PIEC:ES;..;Wf(;LET$
AND FALlS AVAILABlE

$,.~s/":,

-Robert Sandoval
and Donna......:.stylists
UNM Student lJiscount

BEAUX ART'S BEAUTY SALON
3714 CENTRAL.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

•

.S.E.

SHOP LOCATieO UPTOWN N.-AR NOB filt..L CEN.T.E ..

· INDIVIDUAl. A11ENTION GIVEN EVERY CUSTOMER

OISCOUI'{TS TO UJIIM.
STUI)ENTS & FACUI;TY

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
.EJ!pert on. Swiss and
American Watches
WATCHES·· GIFTS
DIAMONDS

$250,000.

"--~-----------~--·------

No Comment on Salary
The former Pershing Hill
School star said h~ wanted to wait
until he had talked to Cincinnati
before commenting about salary
offers.
Two Lobo teammates, Bill Morgan and Ben Monroe, were drafted
earlier by Oakland of the ABA.
Other players familiar to New
Mexico fans were first round
draft choices: Seattle's Tom
Workman by St. Louis; Texas
Western's David Lattin by San
Francisco; Mal Graham of New
York University by Boston, and
Brigham Young's Craig Raymond
by Philadelphia.
Matson Signed
Other draftees were Randy

Fiesta Wear
at the Basket Shop
Sombreros
Western Hats
Beaded Belts
Leather Belts
Bolo Ties
Moccasins

RODEO MAY 13
10-5:30

9-9'

Sunday

Daily

10% Di$count on anything in the $fore with this Advertisement

If you had The Mamas & The Papas,
Ray Charles, John Coltrane, and
Sabicas in your living roomboy what a party!

The authentic, ttaditional,
classic, conservative button
down. Very acceptable.
The long points on this Arrow
Decton Oxford are just right. ·
Anything less would ride up.
Anything more would give you too
much roll. University fashion. Tapered.
••sanforized-Pius", in a wash and
wear that goes past midnight
without a wrinkle. Available in white,
stripes and smart solid C!>lors. $7.00
Bold New Breed by

Matson of Texas A. & M. who
holds the world record in the shot
put, and played basketball for the
Aggies last season. Miehigan
State's AU-America football player Bubba Smith was also a late
round choice.
Before the d:raft started, Detroit, with the first pick, signl;ld
Providence's Jimmy Walker to a
three-year contract for a reported

90.1 Mcs.

'·

THE MAMAS I< THE PAPAS
DELIVER
OUnhill 0·50014

~ARROW.---

A MAN AND HIS SOUL
RAY CHAR~ES
... Tanl:!erine

ASC·S90X

MEL DANIELS ends his regular season collegiate basketbatl
career with an intimidating last-second dunk shot against Western
Athletic Conference champion Wyoming. The All-America center
was a first-round draft choiee in Wednesday's NBA draft.
Cincinnati picked the New Mexico star. (LOBO photo by Kenda11)

SMOKEY

NOTICE

KULA SE MAMA

JPHN CO~TIIANE

FlAMENCO FEVER

,,SAOICAS

Impulse A·9106. ·

ABC·587

OKIE JOE'S IS CLOSED FOR
REMODELING .... - -

'f

''
'

RE-OPENING MONDAY

I.

MAY ·B-10:00 A.M.

BLUES IS KING

II, II, KING

BluesWay fll·6001

JAZ1. RAGA
GAIIOII SZAIIO

BOB DAUGHERTY
IS BACK AS YOUR HOST!

>

t

... prevent forest fires !

.,,
.,

•

,.

All STUDENTS WELCOME
MUST HAVE t.D. CARD
Real Specials in Package Liquors For Fiesta!

THE OEAtER
CHICO HAMILTON
ImPUlse A·9130

•

SATUROA~ NIGHT AT
MICKIE FINN'S

DunhiiiD·SOOI~

~ Tangerine 1• a prdduet ol Ta~gerine Record Corp.

SUNDAY NIGHT AT
THE MOVIES

THE IIIA$5 IIIHG
Oullllill D·SOOIS
ABC RECORDS, INC,
liiW VDIII</IItYERLV HILLS

., -.>
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Alumni Ciame Will Cap Sprins Football

Hy NOOLEY REINHEARDT
The annual spring varsityalu1nni football game, which signals the completion of spring
practice, will be played Saturday
night at University Stadium.
It had been previously slated
as an afternoon affair, but with

the cancellation of Saturday's
dual track meet with the 49er
Track Club the time was changed.
Winds Hinder Practice
UNM Coach Bill Weeks and his
varsity hopefuls have been hindered in practice sessions by almost daily high winds. Weeks

gives little indication of what he
expects from the team that has
30 of 39 lettermen returning.
As usual, the alumni roster
won't be certain until almost
game time. The alums will be
coached by Glen Troublefield and
Bobby Chavez and will probably
employ a pro-type offense and a
multiple defense.
The Lobos' offensive and defensive formations have been changed after last year's 2-8 season.
The most notable change will be
the use of the professional !formation as the basic offense
setup.
Monroe May Play
Lobo basketball star Ben Monroe, who was drafted by the
Philadelphia Eagles of the National Football League, is still
an uncertainity for the alumni
team. He had planned to join the

squad in his first football game
since junior high. Monroe was
later advised against playing by
a Chicago agent, since he has his
eye on the National Basketball
Association draft selection!! which
started Wednesday.
Roster Ready Today
Weeks will release his tentative roster after today's final
spring practice session.
The team has already had two
full-length
scrimmages
this
spring-pitting the red team
against the whites.
Weeks planned the alumni contest because there are fewer than
60 healthy players left and it
would have been a strain to cut
the team in half for another hard
scrimmage session.
Five or six sophomores, up
from last year's 2-2 freshman

team, may break into the starting
ranks with last year's regulars in
the Saturday game.

4 Pros Will Play
40 alums .are expected for the
contest, four with professional
experience. Jack Abendschan,
place-kicker-guard, and defensive
end Mario Marianni will play.
Both served in the Canadian
Football League. Along with
Gary Plumlee of the New York
Jets, a defensive end, and tackle
Dave Hetterna of the San Francisco 49ers 1 they are expected to
lead the attack for the old-timers.
Many of the players from last
year's varisity team are expected
to compete. The team won't be in
top form, ·however, because of
spring injuries and the loss of
two top players to the National
Guard.

YO
but ..• you can wear your Visual Diploma
CREATED

BY

JOHN

THE FOURTH and final concert in the UNM Orchestra
Series will be given Thursday, 1\:lay 11, at 8:15 p.m. in
the UNM Concert Hall. The program will consist of the
"Concerto for Two French Horns" by Joseph Haydn, with
Harold Burke and Wayne Sharp as soloists, and Mahler's
First Symphony. Public admission is on season tickets or

ROBERTS

Order NOW to assure pre-commencement delivery

associated students bookstore
BILL WEEKS, UNM football coach, will spur on his varsity hopefuls this Saturday night at University Stadium in the annual
spring varsity-alumni football game. This game signals the completion of spring practice for the U gridders. The alums will be
coached by Glen Troublefield and Bobby Chavez and will probably
multiple defense. The alumni
employ a pro-type offense and
roster is still uncertain.

a

Perkins Signs

Dallas Draws Don
From State Post

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

4 line ad., 65t-4 tim... U.OD. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publieation to Room 159, Sl\ldent Publieatiano B~Dir. or telephone 277-40112 or
277-4102.

Former New Mexico football
HELP WANTED
star Don Perkins has signed a
'•·
_•
"" 3 EVE'S 4 Satl. Can use 2 undergq,;lanew. two-year contract 'JoY)th the~ "' ates. Pad..,..t!me now-Full-tim~ &I!JP!!\cr.
Dallas Cowboys • His new salary
20 hr. wk., $48.00. For illterv•ew plione
1·s
.
261\-6320 Wed. ( :30 to 6 :00 p.m. ·only
reportedly $45,000 a year. Before
SITUATIONS WANTED
his planned retiremer:t at the end TYPING wanted, reasonable rates. Phone
of last season he was receiving
296·4009. 5/3, 4, 5, 8.
about $25,000.
FOR SALE
Perkins now serves as head of
of men's Henke Ski Boots. They
the Department of Courtesy and PAm
ate buckle and have never been wom.
Size lO'h. Contact J'ohn Meyer, 11hone
Information by appointment from
277-4497. 5/4, 5.
New Mexico's Gov. David F. FAMOUS
Per~~anality Paoten, 2'h'x3~·.
MeQueen, Peter Fonda, Brando, Len117
Cargo. Cargo promised the fullBruc.,, Mao, Fields, Allen Glnobora'.
back the same job in two years,
Einstein, D7lan, Rolling Stones, New•
man, Clint Eaotwaod plus more. aend
but he needs to be re-elected to
for li.st. Shipping anywhere In U.S.
reoffer the job.
prepaid. 1 poster 11.76, 2 paotens sa.oo.
3 Posten $4.25. Madam Butterfly's Gift
Perkins said that he had reShop, 4609 E. Cal!ex, Denver, Colorado
50220.
tired to spend more time with his
family after six years in the NaAPARTMENTS
tional Football League. After ROOM AND llOARD for eollese atudent..
(lo.edueational, freedom and priYaQ',
signing the new pact he said he
wall-to-wall C&l']letinsr, heated swimming
thought the decision was best for
pool, good faod, eolor TV and atudy
lounges. As low as $29.26 a week for
both him and his family.
room IUld board. The Callese Inn, 101
Aoh N.E., 243-2881.
He has revealed no definite
political plans for the future.
FOR RENT

Comittee Jobs
Application are now being
taken for the Popular Entertainment Committee. Applications
may be picked up in ·the Activ·
ities Center of the Union.

S"ymnasts

New Mexico's two star women gymnasts, Deana Lorentzen and Mrs. Bonnie Bennett,
left yesterday for the National AAU championships and
Pan-American Game Trials
after UNM president Torn
Popejoy and friends donated
the remaining $100 they needed to make the trip.
The two girls {lre competing
unattached because they could
not meet University stipulations for competition in the
weekend meet.

CAIRD-NORRIS REALTY rents l
SPECIAL: Furnished one-room eftleiency, utilities included with bath and
galley kitchen. al llor $65 including
utiilties. Private entrance.
LARGE apartment. 2 bedroom. new
furnishlnp, eftleiency kitchen. All utilltiea included.
EFFICIENCY a...unents, 1 hlook west
of UNM, 79.60 to 86, •n ntlllitos paid.
Some with ·implOVements. Fun!lolled,
oil-street parkini'."
Call SAM COOPER, 255·8571, evenings
84Z.8280.
.
FURNISHED Apia. Alt' c:ondition.S, ear·
J)eted, drapeo. 206 £olumbla BE. Phone
8CZ.9164.
FURNISHED Room. Available May J,
Private entranee 1: bath. $40.00. Walking distance UNM. Can 24Z.9572 or 268·
3371. &/7. 4, &, 8, 10.
SERVICES
WILL train four men for crop-dusting to

Jly own Company Aircraft-Write Glb-

8011, 5301·44, Lubboek, T-, 79414, No

Oying experience neeesaary. G/1, 3, 4, &.
TYPING of man~~~eripta. Experleneed,
aeeurate. Phone 84Z-89C6, c!Qo. 6/3, 4,

5, 8.

TYPEWRITER storage during the aum·
mer. Insured and banded. Alao t!'Pewriter oales 1: ~~~m~ice, all makeo, with
20% dluount qllith this ad. Free pickup
1: delivl!l'!l'• E 1: E T!'PCWriter Service,
2217 Coal SE. Phon.c 243-0588.
PERSONAL
DATE needed for Derby Dan for danee
Friday, 9·12 p.m. Call Z4Z.oootl.

New Union Copier
Prov.lde·s Serv·tce

c

•
At DIscount Ost

ATTENTION!

B M 0 C's
BWO C's

..

You Can Be A·.Bigger ,
Man or Woman on Campus
(AND RECEIVE MONEY TOO !l

As Editor of the 1968

Students will receive a 50 per
cent discount on any more than
three copies of printed material
made on the new Xerox copying
machine in the Union, Program
Director Ken Gattas said recently.
"Copying will cost ten cents for
the first three copies, five cents
for the next seven copies, and
three cents for additional copies
with one original," Gattas said.
"If you printed 20 copies at the
library you would be charged two
do1Iars whereas you would only
be charged $1.08 at the Union."
"We are trying to operate this
machine at as close to cost as
possible to give the students a
break. The service has been getting good response so far," he
said.
The copying machine is regulated by a meter that makes the
price reductions as more copies
are made and automatically figures the final total.

Museums, Galleries

$1.50. per person. UNM students will be admitted free
with activity cards. The UNM Orchestra, above, rehearses
for a recent appearance at Colorado Springs, Colorado, at
the National Association of Music Educators conference.
Kurt Frederick is conductor of the orchestra which is composed completely of UNM students. Other programs on

ROTC Suspends Protester Dr.CrosbyNomed
B.y JOHN O'BRIEN
f!lrther comment on the cornmisLEXINGTON, Ky., (CPS)-A ston agreement.
University of Kentucky senior
A spokesman in the Pentagon's
may be the first ROTC student in Policy and Programs ROTC divithe nation t~ lose _h~s- co~rnission sion in Washingto~ sai? th::t
because of h1s act1V1bes m oppo- such an agreement IS un1que m
sition to the war in Viet Nam.
the history of processing and
Don Pratt, a campus leader and denying commissions.
avid opponet of the war, will not
"This type of situation has not
receive a scheduled commission as come to our attention before," the
a second lieutenant in the Army, Pentagon spokesman said. "The
a source close to Pratt revealed, usual reason for canrcellation of
due to "an agreement between a commission is inaptitude which
Don and ROTC officials.''
may involve lack of leadership or
Pratt said he would like to join some other comparable i)roblern.''
the Peace Corps.
The spokesman said that a
It was learned that Pratt agreed ''board of officers" on the college
not to press the matter of an campus must recommend the canROTC commission when confront- cellation to make it official. All
ed by ROTC officials about his recommendations of this type are
anti-war activities.
reviewed by the Department of
Declines Comment
the Army in Washington.
Given Warnings
When contacted about the allegh
ed agreement, Pratt said, "I don't
ROTC students on ot er camwant to embarrass the ROTC puses have affiliated with groups
personnel on campus in any way. opposing the Viet Narn war, but
Col. Parker (a professor of rnili- they usually have ceased their
tary science) was very fair and 'anti-war activities when warned
just about it..•. I just feel that by military officials.
young men can best fight for their
A Pentagon report released
country in the Peace Corps."
earlier this year stated that asPrntt stated that he is not a sociation with dissident groups
concientious objector. He declined could endanger a student's chance

U. Students Take Part

Exhibits Continue Seminar Today Discusses
Through_May 26
Urban Re.-ewal· Programs

MIRAGE
• SELECT YOUR OWN STAFF·• CHOOSE YQV,!t OWl)~ Tf:'IEME -.~ ,
• MAKE YOU~UNM~YEARS MEMORABLE
MAKE APPLICATIONS NOW
AT THE
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BUILDING
'

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS ·MAY II
.

Exhibits including a crystal
display, a hunting. exhibit and
various art shows will be presented this month by the museums
and galleries on campus.
The Anthropology Museum will
continue its hunting exhibit and
the sales desk will be open. The
Geology Museum is featuring a
crystal display exhibit by Bert
Gossett of the Albuquerque Gem
and Mineral Club.
Jonson Gallery will display
paintings by Stuart Walker until
May 26. The University Art Museum has an exhibition by Raymond Parker in the upper gallery
and an exhibition of Master's
theses in the lower gallery.

this year's orchestra series were "The Pines of Rome" by
Respighi; "Chambermusic Opera 24, No.1" by Hindemith;
"Violin Concerto in D Major" by Tchaikowsky ," "Sensemaya" by Revueltas; "La Valse" by Ravel; and "Harold
in Italy" by Berlioz.

Top u Professor
BvLOS c

gett~ng

of
a commission upon
graduatiOn.
At the University of Washington in Seattle, some cadets were
collecting infor.I_Uation on antiwar groups until asked to cease
the activity by the senior ROTC
instructor, Pentagon officials stated.
Pratt is a member of the University
Christian
Movement
(UCM) and the University Campus Christian Fellowship (UCCF), and is the convener of the
Lexington Citizens for Peace in
Viet Narn.
Pratt Not Threatened
The source close to Pratt said
that at no time did Col Parker
threaten to withdraw Pratt's
commission if the student did not

•

ompnno~

.~

cease participation in peace vigils
in Lexington.
Stated the source, who declined
to be- named, "It was purely an
agreement between the two. The
only issue involved here is the
military's suppression of free
speech and opposition and Col.
Parker can only take orders from
the Pentagon on that."
Col. Parker reportedly told
Pratt that the President (of the
U.S.) is the commander-in-chief
(Continued on page 2)

French Students
Will Get Medals -

A seminar in the Union Ball- "The Citizen and Urban DevelopCommemorative medals will be
room today on urban renewal in rnent;" Thomas Vreeland Jr.,
Albuquerque is part of the work chairman of the UNM depart- awarded to top winners in linfor students in a new class at rnent of architecture, on "Renew- guistic achievements in French at
UNM, Government 308: "Politics ing the Urban Core: Three Case the fifth annual Distribution of
in Action."
Studies;" and William Collins, Prizes at 7:30 tonight in the
The course, taught by Prof. regional director for the Depart- Kiva.
M. Gilbert Sigaux, a visiting
Dorothy Cline, was organized as rnent of Housing and Urban De·
lecturer
at Mryn Mawr College,
a pressure group to aid in irnple- veloprnent, on "What HUD Can
will present the medals, which
and Cannot Do."
menting urban renewal programs
Talks scheduled thill afternoon were donated by the French govin Albuquerque.
include ''The University and the ernment.
A $60 scholarship will be
The class first took a survey City's Growth," b;r UNM Prel:siof attitudes in the local areas the dent Tom L. Popejoy; ''Urban De- awarded to a deserving student
Urban Renewal Agency plans to veloprnent: Potentials and Pit- of French. The award is sponsorredevelop. The seminar, "A Bet- falls," by Irving Dagen of the St. ed by the Alliance Francaise.
Following the presentaticn M.
ter Albuquerque Through Urban Louis Housing Authority; a reRenewal," is in part a report of port on census tract 21 in Albu- Sigaux will speak on "The Evoluthe group's findings.
querque by Leonard Espinosa, to- tion of the French Theater durThe
general
purpose
of
the
serncal project chairman for the Citi- ing the Nineteenth Century.'' A
Baha i Meeting
inar
is
to
help
educate
Albuquerzens Urging Redevelopment Ef- reception honoring the prizewinThe Bahai Student Association
que
residents
about
urban
renewforts
(CURE): a report on the ners and their parents in the
will meet Friday, May li at 8 p.m.
class survey by Chris Silleroy, Honors Seminar Room of Zimin the Union. Spel!inl gul!sts will at's goals and benefits.
The morning session included chairman of the survey group; merman Library will conclude the
be M~. and Mrs. JaMes Stone who
will present slides of their recent speeches by Prof. Cline on the and "Albuquerque Attacks the program.
The UNM French department
pilgrimage to Haifa, Israel •. AU goals of the seminar; Ralph Job/' by B. C, Hernandez of the and the Alliance Francaise sponTrigg,
chairman
of
the
AlbuAlbuquerque
Urban
Renew
a
1
interested persons are invited to
sor the Distribution of Prizes.
querque City Commission, on Agency•
attend.
•,•, ..,..,.~·~,_..·A jlu·!lot'-V"'~'*l-11'_1f~.;f-iii!~...J-qf•c•·"!if111~'ft.5_·~r•11')••1>'"->f"f"*-..:. ;-t;t·.1:\·'0t'1· ~-.'4,*.1"'~'!,1.'"-.~ -~ .. I'll I : ; f J

Glenn Crosby, UNM professor
of chemistry, received standing
ovation after being named professor of the year at the annual
Honors Assembly last night.
Las Campanas, junior women's
!honorary, made the award to
Crosby, who is leaving the University at the end of this year.
Jim McAdams, a senior, was
the only one to receive more than
one award. He was awarded the
Henry Kiker Memorial Award
and one of The Mirage spirit
trophies.
Paulette Key Recognized
Paulette Key was given the
Betty Hall Memorial Award, and
Redd Torres, the other Mirage
spirit trophy.
The LOBO awards, given annually by the newspaper st.aff to
the outstanding senior man, out;..-,·standing senior woman, outstanding senior athlete, and outstanding senator went to Oystein Lilleskare, Neta Coester, Mel Daniels,
and Torn Horn.
John E. Brooks received the
Alumni Citizenship Award and
Rose Marie DePass was given
recognition by the Associated
Wornens Students as the outstanding female foreign student.
Outstanding Residents
Outstanding resident awards
went to Gary Ray and Cheryl J.
Whitford. Laurie Robbins, a
freshman, was recognized for her
work this year on the Program
Directorate, and Marie Louise
Kinne, past chairman of the Program Directorate, was honored. ·~
New members were tapped for
Spurs, sophomore women's honorary; Vigilantes, s c ph om ore
men's honorary;. Las Cam:panas,
junior women's honorary; Chakaa,
junior men'11 honorary; Mortar
Board, senior women's honorary;
and Blue Key, honorary for senior men.

Anthropology Club
The Anthropology club will
meet Friday, May 5 at 7:30 p.m.
in room 141 of the Anthropology
building. Officers will be elected
and there will be a discussion of
future programs and soeial
events.
f,l
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